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The book has two goals: to prepare the student for excellence on the AP Computer Science A

exam and to prepare them for a college major in Computer Science. Most AP books

concentrate on the multiple-choice test with not as much emphasis on programming. However,

a CS college major is going to be much more about programming and less about multiple-

choice tests,The author has written over half a million lines of code and has taught Java for

decades. That experience is brought to bear in the book to emphasize programming while also

covering the language concepts that are tested in the multiple-choice exam.The source code

for the text is freely available and there is an accompaning web site.

Learn How to Quickly Solve Difficult RMA Test QuestionsHere's a little "secret" about the RMA

test: the RMA test is what we in the test preparation field call a "content driven" test.While

some tests are looking to see what you are ABLE to learn, the purpose of the Registered

Medical Assistant (RMA) Certification Examination, offered by the American Medical

Technologists (AMT), is to test your understanding of what you have already learned. The goal

of the RMA test is to use a standardized testing process to create an objective assessment of

a test taker's knowledge and skills.In other words, it's more about what you know than your

ability to solve clever puzzles. This is good news for those who are serious about being

prepared, because it boils down to a very simple strategy:You can succeed on the RMA test

and become a Registered Medical Assistant (RMA) by learning critical concepts on the test so

that you are prepared for as many questions as possible.Repetition and thorough preparation

is a process that rewards those who are serious about being prepared, which means that

succeeding on the RMA test is within the reach of virtually anyone interested in learning the

material.This is great news! It means that if you've been worried about your upcoming RMA

test, you can rest easy IF you have a good strategy for knowing what to study and how to

effectively use repetition to your advantage.But it also creates another set of problems.If you

tried to memorize every single possible thing you can for the RMA test, the field of possible

things to review would be so huge that you could not hope to cover everything in a reasonable

time.That's why we created the RMA Exam Flashcard Study System: we have taken all of the

possible topics and reduced them down to the hundreds of concepts you must know and

provided an easy-to-use learning method to guarantee success on the RMA test.We wanted

this system to be simple, effective, and fast so that you can succeed on your RMA test with a

minimum amount of time spent preparing for it. --Here Are Some of the Features of Our RMA

Exam Flashcard Study SystemStudy after study has shown that repetition is the most effective

form of learning- and nothing beats flashcards when it comes to making repetitive learning fun

and fastFlashcards engage more of your senses in the learning process- you "compete" with

yourself to see if you know the answers to the questions, and the flipping action gets you

actively involved in the learning processOur cards are printed on heavy, bright white 67 lb.

cover stock, and are laser printed at 1200 dpi on our industrial printers- these are professional-

quality cards that will not smear or wear out with heavy usageWe cover the major content

areas on the examOur flashcards include an edge that is micro-perforated, which means that

you are much less likely to have a painful papercut on your fingers when moving quickly

through the cardsOur cards are portable, making it easy for you to grab a few and study while

waiting for the bus or the doctor, or anywhere where you have a spare moment that would



otherwise be wastedOur RMA test cards are written in an easy to understand, straightforward

style - we don't include any more technical jargon than what you need to pass the testThe

cards are a generous size- 3.67 x 4.25 inches- they fit perfectly in your hands and they aren't

so small that you have to use a magnifying glass to read tiny type- all questions and answers

are in a normal-size print for easy studyingOur cards include in-depth explanations- you won't

see any "one word" answers on our cards that require you to go get a textbook to understand

why your answer was wrong- all of our cards include generous, thorough explanations so you

not only get it right or wrong- but you also know why!We use a font created by Microsoft to

make reading easier- this will enable you to absorb more information painlessly during late

night study sessionsOur system enables you to study in small, digestible bits of information-

unlike using boring textbooks, flashcards turn learning into a "game" you can play until you've

mastered the materialIt's easy for a friend to help you study- they don't even have to know

anything about the RMA test- if they can read, then they can quiz you with our flashcards.Now,

let us explain what the RMA Exam Flashcard Study System is not. It is not a comprehensive

review of your education, as there's no way we could fit that onto a single set of

flashcards.Don't get us wrong: we're not saying that memorization alone will automatically

result in a passing RMA test score- you have to have the ability to apply it as well. However,

without the foundation of the core concepts, you cannot possibly hope to apply the information.

After all, you can't apply what you don't know.RMA Exam Flashcard Study System is a

compilation of the hundreds of critical concepts you must understand to pass the RMA test.

Nothing more, nothing less. --If you think there's even the smallest chance that these

flashcards will help you, you owe it to yourself to try them out. Don't let fear or doubt stand in

the way of your opportunity to achieve the test score you need to fulfill your dreams.--This text

refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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HARDWAREIntroductionThis book has only one purpose: to prepare students to excel on the

AP Computer Science A exam. The majority of AP CS preparation courses concentrate on

preparing students to answer the exam’s multiple-choice questions with less emphasis on

programming. A high score on the AP CS A exam typically earns credit for a college’s CS I

course. If you intend to take CS II, proficiency on multiple-choice questions is going to be less

important than programming expertise.The content of this book is oriented toward establishing

proficiency in programming in the context of presenting the knowledge needed for the multiple-

choice questions. See the online at Runestone Academy for an alternative to my book. In

addition to this book’s web site (), there are also many other online practice tests for the

multiple-choice questions.The content herein is based on the author's experience with writing

over half a million lines of code in forty-five years of programming and with decades of teaching

Java. Your job as a learner is to copy and execute all examples and to study their construction.

Download a Java Quick Reference cheat sheet from the web and keep it handy. Here is a link

to the for the test.Why learn Java? Java is considered one of the most influential languages of

the 21st century. It allows programs to be written once and then run on every brand of

computer from Raspberry Pi to supercomputers, the cloud, cell phones and tablets. Java was

originally developed by James Gosling at Sun Microsystems (now a subsidiary of Oracle

Corporation) and released in 1995. However, the most noteworthy Java feature is not the

language, but the Java library of useful programs. Unlike every other language in use today,

Java supports a community process by which new software can be proposed, tested, refined,

and then adopted for inclusion in future Java library releases.A program is a sequence of

human-meaningful commands that accomplish a purpose in a virtual world (the Internet or

Minecraft) or a physical, hardware world (Intel, AMD, IBM, robots, TVs, cars). Programs are



typically translated to an equivalent sequence of instructions for the target hardware

environment.There are programs, termed compilers, that translate commands to executable

instructions. An IDE, or Integrated Development Environment, enables programmers to

consolidate the different aspects of writing a program. IDEs increase programmer productivity

by combining common activities of writing software into a single application: editing source

code, compiling to executables, debugging, documenting, and testing. A popular Microsoft

Windows and Apple Macintosh IDE is . A popular student IDE is . However, the easiest and

most widely available IDE (since its online) that we recommend for the reader is . Choose

Advanced Java as the IDE option.https://www.jdoodle.com/online-java-compiler-ide/This

Chapter is entitled Software and Hardware because I believe in covering topics from first

principles. Consider the following screenshots from the JDoodle IDE. The traditional first

program for any computer language is one that outputs “Hello World!”. The reason is that by

understanding how to produce output, those commands can be used to explore the rest of the

language.Questions?What is a CPU? memory? kilobyte?What is a command line?What are

command line arguments?What are Stdin Inputs?What is an Interactive program?What does

the / mean?What is a “class”?Why does the program name “MyClass” have a “.java” suffix?

What do the colors of the words mean?Copy the Program and Click Execute public class

MyClass {public static void main(String args[]) {System.out.println("Hello World!");}}

The content of this book is oriented toward establishing proficiency in programming in the

context of presenting the knowledge needed for the multiple-choice questions. See the online

at Runestone Academy for an alternative to my book. In addition to this book’s web site (),

there are also many other online practice tests for the multiple-choice questions.The content

herein is based on the author's experience with writing over half a million lines of code in forty-

five years of programming and with decades of teaching Java. Your job as a learner is to copy

and execute all examples and to study their construction. Download a Java Quick Reference

cheat sheet from the web and keep it handy. Here is a link to the for the test.Why learn Java?
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to be written once and then run on every brand of computer from Raspberry Pi to

supercomputers, the cloud, cell phones and tablets. Java was originally developed by James

Gosling at Sun Microsystems (now a subsidiary of Oracle Corporation) and released in 1995.

However, the most noteworthy Java feature is not the language, but the Java library of useful

programs. Unlike every other language in use today, Java supports a community process by

which new software can be proposed, tested, refined, and then adopted for inclusion in future

Java library releases.A program is a sequence of human-meaningful commands that

accomplish a purpose in a virtual world (the Internet or Minecraft) or a physical, hardware

world (Intel, AMD, IBM, robots, TVs, cars). Programs are typically translated to an equivalent

sequence of instructions for the target hardware environment.There are programs, termed

compilers, that translate commands to executable instructions. An IDE, or Integrated

Development Environment, enables programmers to consolidate the different aspects of writing

a program. IDEs increase programmer productivity by combining common activities of writing

software into a single application: editing source code, compiling to executables, debugging,

documenting, and testing. A popular Microsoft Windows and Apple Macintosh IDE is . A

popular student IDE is . However, the easiest and most widely available IDE (since its online)

that we recommend for the reader is . Choose Advanced Java as the IDE option.https://

www.jdoodle.com/online-java-compiler-ide/This Chapter is entitled Software and Hardware

because I believe in covering topics from first principles. Consider the following screenshots



from the JDoodle IDE. The traditional first program for any computer language is one that

outputs “Hello World!”. The reason is that by understanding how to produce output, those

commands can be used to explore the rest of the language.Questions?What is a CPU?

memory? kilobyte?What is a command line?What are command line arguments?What are

Stdin Inputs?What is an Interactive program?What does the / mean?What is a “class”?Why

does the program name “MyClass” have a “.java” suffix?What do the colors of the words mean?

Copy the Program and Click Execute public class MyClass {public static void main(String

args[]) {System.out.println("Hello World!");}}What is a CPU?Computer information is stored and

manipulated in BINARY BITs that only have a value of zero (0) or one (1). A STORED-

PROGRAM uses the same bits of memory (but not at the same time) to hold the instructions to

the computer (add, subtract etc.). The CENTRAL-PROCESSING UNIT (CPU) retrieves

instructions from memory to execute. An ADD instruction cannot be executed without knowing

what to add; thus, the CPU also fetches every instruction's operands from memory. Obviously,

if a CPU executes data as an instruction or treats an instruction as data, a machine fault

occurs. Note that in a computer, the integer 3 is stored in memory as a different sequence of

bits than the real number 3.0.Modern CPUs consist of several ALUs (integer arithmetic-logic

units, add (3+4), subtract) and several FPU (floating-point (or real number) units, several

CACHEs (holds copies of memory values for fast access by other units), an instruction

sequencing unit, and a virtual-memory unit (supports the use of a disk device to extend the

memory capacity). Modern CPUs are SUPER-SCALAR (execute several arithmetic operations

simultaneously) and PIPELINED (execute steps of several instructions simultaneously).To

lower costs, modern computers have centralized most of the electronic circuitry on a single

printed-circuit board, which is referred to as a MOTHERBOARD. All the bits that are transferred

among the CPU, memory and I/O devices travel by BUS. A BUS is analogous to a super-

highway with multiple lanes. By increasing the number of lanes, a highway can support more

traffic. The transfer rate (bandwidth, usually expressed as megabits/second) of a BUS is

determined by its width (1, 8, 32, 64 or 128) bits and the speed-of-light propagation time for a

bit to travel from one place to another. "Mega" means million.I/O stands for Input/Output.

Typical I/O devices include a storage disk, headphones, DVD or BluRay disks, mouse,

keyboard, and display.The usefulness of a computer's memory is determined by its storage

capacity and its access time (ranges from 2 nanoseconds to 2 microseconds). The four

varieties of memory found in most computers are ROM (read-only), EEPROM (electrically

erasable programmable read-only or FLASH), SRAM (static read-alterable), and DRAM

(dynamic read-alterable). ROM is the cheapest. It can only be written once using a special

external electrical device. The BIOS (basic input-output software) for PCs is stored in ROM or

EEPROM. The BIOS is used for low-level device control and to initialize the computer when it

is turned on. FLASH is used on the better PCs and hand-held devices to allow the BIOS or

OPERATING SYSTEM to be upgraded. FLASH has the nice property that erroneous

instructions can never change it (no hacking).DRAM is used in the largest quantities because it

is cheap, but it has the undesirable property that it forgets everything once power is removed.

Thus, all important instructions (like the operating system commands) and data must be kept

on DISK. The process of BOOTING a computer initializes DRAM when power is turned on by

reading its previous content from DISK. SRAM is the most expensive because it holds its

values even if power is turned off. Most computers only have a small amount of SRAM.All

MEMORY is just a sequence of bits; however, bits are typically grouped eight at a time to form

a BYTE. Also, each BYTE has an index (or ADDRESS, like a house address) that can be used

to retrieve or set its value. Thus, an ADDRESS (or index) of 50 into the address range [0,1,



2...,47,48,49,50] would access the 50th byte in memory. The following table lists the names

used to refer to other common groupings of bits.Groups of Bytes Name(1 Byte==8b)1b

bit (0 or 1)8b byte(B)2B short integer4B

integer8B real number1024B kilobyte (KB)1024KB

megabyte (MB)1024*1024KB gigabyte (GB)1024*1024*1024KB terabyte

(TB)1024*1024*1024*1024KB petabyte (PB)A video chip set implements common display

operations, such as drawing a character, line, polygon, or circle. Each chip has a certain

amount of memory built-in, which is used to accelerate graphic operations and to free main

memory for other purposes. Performance is sometimes expressed in the number of triangles

drawn per second. The term RENDERING is used to describe the process of taking a 3D

scene and mathematically projecting it onto a flat 2D surface (the display). Modern video

processors have one or more GPUs (graphics processing units). GPUs are heavily pipelined

and are super-scalar.The term "hard" is often used with the term "disk drives". Anything stored

on a disk drive stays there until it is physically erased. Disks must usually be formatted prior to

use. Remember that DRAM forgets its contents when power is turned off and that booting

restores that content from DISK. The SHUT-DOWN procedure in an operating system MUST

always be executed prior to turning off power to make sure that the DRAM content is properly

saved on DISK.Two display technologies are LED (light-emitting diode) and LCD (liquid-crystal

display). A video display is a rectangle composed of lines of dots (or pixels). The dots are

activated as red-green-blue sub-components at a rate faster than 30 times a second (the faster

the rate the smoother action looks to the human eye). If a dot is not activated, the color is

black; if all sub-components are activated, the color is white. Finer-grain control over the sub-

components can cause a dot to display any of 4 giga-colors. The video card, or chip, controls

each dot to display the correct color. How does the video card know what color a dot should

be? The answer is that it stores each dot's color in video memory. 4 giga-colors represent 232

possibilities. Thus, each dot needs 32-bits or 4 Bytes of storage. A 640 (wide) by 480 (high)

display with 32-bit color would need 640*480*4B or 1.2MB of video memory.In addition to

graphics, a display paints characters, such as the ones that you are reading. Characters are

grouped into FONT families. In the old days, each character in a font was carved in a block of

wood. Typesetting a newspaper involved arranging the wooden characters in a large frame that

was coated with ink and stamped on a blank sheet of paper. Display font characters are stored

as a block (rectangle) of bits. When needed, each rectangle is copied (BLiTed (block

transferred)) to video memory. In the past, each character (a b A B) in each font required its

own definition rectangle, which resulted in thousands of definitions for every combination of

size/family/language (12 pixel/Times/Arabic) that a user might want. Today, TrueType

technology uses mathematics to define a single description of each font family that can be

scaled larger or smaller arbitrarily.The following TrueType letter A would need 1000s of bytes to

store its image, but if you examine its outline, there are only four curves, two of which are

symmetric. Thus, by describing the straight lines (two end points) and the curve parameters, an

A of any size can be drawn. The letter in the Figure was drawn with a font size of 640.A mouse,

touchpad or touch-sensitive screen transmit horizontal and vertical movements to the operating

system, which uses the information to move a CURSOR (usually an arrow bit pattern) around

the display. Mice have from one to three buttons and sometimes a scroll wheel. You can move

the mouse to move the cursor and click a button (typically the left-most) to set a blinking caret

( | ) that marks the text position at which you want to begin/resume typing.A keyboard is

composed of many keys that can be depressed to communicate with a PROGRAM. Every time

the user presses or releases a key, a scan CODE is transmitted to the operating system.



Sequences of scan codes are translated by the operating system either to ASCII or

UNICODE.A CODE (like a secret code) is just an association of human symbols with numbers.

The use of scan CODES allows the same keyboard to be sold in many different countries

because it is the operating system's responsibility to translate the scan code to a native

language character. For example, in the U.S., a scan code of 00011110 translates to the letter

'A' or 'a' (depending on the SHIFT key). Note that a keyboard contains keys (CAPS-LOCK or

CTRL) that do not display as a character and keys whose sole purpose is to change the

character displayed (SHIFT-a == A). The two universal character codes are ASCII and

UNICODE. ASCII is the American Standard Code for Information Interchange. It associates all

upper/lower case letters, digits, and punctuation marks with a 7-bit number. For example, the

number code 48 represents the 0 (zero) symbol.UNICODE is a 32-bit character code that

includes symbols for all the world's languages, mathematics, and ASCII. Java was the first

programming language to completely integrate UNICODE. The 32bit UNICODE number for all

ASCII characters is identical to the 7-bit ASCII number. Note that adding leading zeros does

not change the value of a number. Observe that the Unicode letters are denoted in the

hexadecimal number base. Read the Appendix to learn more about number bases used in

computers.

The usefulness of a computer's memory is determined by its storage capacity and its access

time (ranges from 2 nanoseconds to 2 microseconds). The four varieties of memory found in

most computers are ROM (read-only), EEPROM (electrically erasable programmable read-only

or FLASH), SRAM (static read-alterable), and DRAM (dynamic read-alterable). ROM is the

cheapest. It can only be written once using a special external electrical device. The BIOS

(basic input-output software) for PCs is stored in ROM or EEPROM. The BIOS is used for low-

level device control and to initialize the computer when it is turned on. FLASH is used on the

better PCs and hand-held devices to allow the BIOS or OPERATING SYSTEM to be upgraded.

FLASH has the nice property that erroneous instructions can never change it (no

hacking).DRAM is used in the largest quantities because it is cheap, but it has the undesirable

property that it forgets everything once power is removed. Thus, all important instructions (like

the operating system commands) and data must be kept on DISK. The process of BOOTING a

computer initializes DRAM when power is turned on by reading its previous content from DISK.

SRAM is the most expensive because it holds its values even if power is turned off. Most

computers only have a small amount of SRAM.All MEMORY is just a sequence of bits;

however, bits are typically grouped eight at a time to form a BYTE. Also, each BYTE has an

index (or ADDRESS, like a house address) that can be used to retrieve or set its value. Thus,

an ADDRESS (or index) of 50 into the address range [0,1, 2...,47,48,49,50] would access the

50th byte in memory. The following table lists the names used to refer to other common

groupings of bits.Groups of Bytes Name(1 Byte==8b)1b bit (0 or 1)8b

byte(B)2B short integer4B integer8B real

number1024B kilobyte (KB)1024KB megabyte (MB)1024*1024KB

gigabyte (GB)1024*1024*1024KB terabyte (TB)1024*1024*1024*1024KB petabyte

(PB)A video chip set implements common display operations, such as drawing a character,

line, polygon, or circle. Each chip has a certain amount of memory built-in, which is used to

accelerate graphic operations and to free main memory for other purposes. Performance is

sometimes expressed in the number of triangles drawn per second. The term RENDERING is

used to describe the process of taking a 3D scene and mathematically projecting it onto a flat

2D surface (the display). Modern video processors have one or more GPUs (graphics



processing units). GPUs are heavily pipelined and are super-scalar.The term "hard" is often

used with the term "disk drives". Anything stored on a disk drive stays there until it is physically

erased. Disks must usually be formatted prior to use. Remember that DRAM forgets its

contents when power is turned off and that booting restores that content from DISK. The SHUT-

DOWN procedure in an operating system MUST always be executed prior to turning off power

to make sure that the DRAM content is properly saved on DISK.Two display technologies are

LED (light-emitting diode) and LCD (liquid-crystal display). A video display is a rectangle

composed of lines of dots (or pixels). The dots are activated as red-green-blue sub-

components at a rate faster than 30 times a second (the faster the rate the smoother action

looks to the human eye). If a dot is not activated, the color is black; if all sub-components are

activated, the color is white. Finer-grain control over the sub-components can cause a dot to

display any of 4 giga-colors. The video card, or chip, controls each dot to display the correct

color. How does the video card know what color a dot should be? The answer is that it stores

each dot's color in video memory. 4 giga-colors represent 232 possibilities. Thus, each dot

needs 32-bits or 4 Bytes of storage. A 640 (wide) by 480 (high) display with 32-bit color would

need 640*480*4B or 1.2MB of video memory.In addition to graphics, a display paints

characters, such as the ones that you are reading. Characters are grouped into FONT families.

In the old days, each character in a font was carved in a block of wood. Typesetting a

newspaper involved arranging the wooden characters in a large frame that was coated with ink

and stamped on a blank sheet of paper. Display font characters are stored as a block

(rectangle) of bits. When needed, each rectangle is copied (BLiTed (block transferred)) to video

memory. In the past, each character (a b A B) in each font required its own definition rectangle,

which resulted in thousands of definitions for every combination of size/family/language (12

pixel/Times/Arabic) that a user might want. Today, TrueType technology uses mathematics to

define a single description of each font family that can be scaled larger or smaller

arbitrarily.The following TrueType letter A would need 1000s of bytes to store its image, but if

you examine its outline, there are only four curves, two of which are symmetric. Thus, by

describing the straight lines (two end points) and the curve parameters, an A of any size can

be drawn. The letter in the Figure was drawn with a font size of 640.A mouse, touchpad or

touch-sensitive screen transmit horizontal and vertical movements to the operating system,

which uses the information to move a CURSOR (usually an arrow bit pattern) around the

display. Mice have from one to three buttons and sometimes a scroll wheel. You can move the

mouse to move the cursor and click a button (typically the left-most) to set a blinking caret ( | )

that marks the text position at which you want to begin/resume typing.A keyboard is composed

of many keys that can be depressed to communicate with a PROGRAM. Every time the user

presses or releases a key, a scan CODE is transmitted to the operating system. Sequences of

scan codes are translated by the operating system either to ASCII or UNICODE.A CODE (like

a secret code) is just an association of human symbols with numbers. The use of scan CODES

allows the same keyboard to be sold in many different countries because it is the operating

system's responsibility to translate the scan code to a native language character. For example,

in the U.S., a scan code of 00011110 translates to the letter 'A' or 'a' (depending on the SHIFT

key). Note that a keyboard contains keys (CAPS-LOCK or CTRL) that do not display as a

character and keys whose sole purpose is to change the character displayed (SHIFT-a ==

A). The two universal character codes are ASCII and UNICODE. ASCII is the American

Standard Code for Information Interchange. It associates all upper/lower case letters, digits,

and punctuation marks with a 7-bit number. For example, the number code 48 represents the 0

(zero) symbol.UNICODE is a 32-bit character code that includes symbols for all the world's



languages, mathematics, and ASCII. Java was the first programming language to completely

integrate UNICODE. The 32bit UNICODE number for all ASCII characters is identical to the 7-

bit ASCII number. Note that adding leading zeros does not change the value of a

number. Observe that the Unicode letters are denoted in the hexadecimal number base. Read

the Appendix to learn more about number bases used in computers.What is a command line?

An operating system, such as Windows, Android or Apple OS/X, is the control program that

manages access to the CPU, all hardware devices, and other operating systems. It

authenticates user permissions to services and protects the users from each other and from

outside intruders.Operating System Services1. Application loading and execution2. Permanent

storage for data and program objects3. Controlled sharing and protection of information4.

Support for standard Application Programming Interfaces (APIs)5. Electronic mail and other

Internet services6. Allocation and scheduling of CPU, memory, and device resources7.

Multimedia graphics and audio services8. Reliability and failure recoveryOperating System

ArchitectureCommand Programs, such as the javac compiler and javaWindows

ApplicationsInternet BrowsersCommand Execution Program (termed a Shell)Graphical

Programming InterfaceSystem Call Programming InterfaceProtected Kernel SpaceFile

SystemsSecurity ServicesInternet ServicesI/O and Device ManagementAssign CPUs to

ProgramsHardwareOperating systems provide programming access to their services via

system call methods. A method is a named collection of instructions. Methods are defined to

accept an argument list and to return one or more values from its computation. An argument is

an input value that satisfies the specification of a method’s proper operation. For example,

every reader should be familiar with the sqrt() method. Sqrt() is not a system call method

because it does not need access to protected resources. The following time() method is a

system call because users programs depend on getting a correct value without outside

interference.SQRT(3) Linux Programmer's ManualNAMEsqrt, sqrtf, sqrtl - square root

functionSYNOPSISdouble sqrt(double x);float sqrtf(float x);long double sqrtl(long double

x);RETURN VALUEOn success, these functions return the square root of x.If x is a NaN, a

NaN is returned.If x is +0 (-0), +0 (-0) is returned.If x is positive infinity, positive infinity is

returned.If x is less than -0, a domain error occurs, and a NaN isreturned.TIME(2) Linux

Programmer's ManualNAMEtime - get time in secondsSYNOPSIStime_t

time(null);DESCRIPTIONtime() returns the time as the number of seconds since the Epoch

UNIX’s birthday),1970-01-01 00:00:00 +0000 (UTC).RETURN VALUEOn success, the value of

time in seconds since the Epoch isreturned. On error, ((time_t) -1) is returned, and is setto

indicate the error.The following time() method is a system call because users programs depend

on getting a correct value without outside interference Every operating system implements a

shell program to manage the execution of commands. Typically, every system call method has

a corresponding command program. Methods are called with the arguments in a parenthesized

list. Commands are executed by typing a command name with a space-separated argument

list. For instance, the manual description of the date command follows. The date method uses

time() and other system calls to get and set the date and time.DATE(1) User

CommandsNAMEdate - print or set the system date and timeSYNOPSISdate [OPTION]...

[+FORMAT]date [-u|--utc|--universal] [MMDDhhmm[[CC]YY][.ss]]DESCRIPTIONDisplay the

current time in the given FORMAT, or set the systemdate.Common Linux CommandsThe

following screen shot illustrates the use of a command line. The ‘;’ character is defined by the

shell to execute one command after another in order. Type the listed command line then click

the JDoodle Execute button. The Java program is compiled and executed, then the date is

displayed, then the user’s files and directories are listed. (PS: If this feature is deleted from



JDoodle, try the shell commands at .)By default, most command programs on all operating

systems just write their output (termed standard output) to the command window. This is the

default option for JDoodle Java programs. However, if the output is lengthy, printing it may be

undesirable. Standard output can be redirected by adding the command line argument

“>filename”. Similarly, if a program requires file input, its input stream (termed Stdin or standard

input) can be redirected from a user’s typed input by adding the command line argument

“<filename”.JDoodle assumes that the user will type all the input data into the Stdin Inputs

before clicking the Execute button. Observe that the small diagonal lines in the lower-right

corner indicate that the window can be “pulled” as large as needed. Sometimes users need to

code Interactive programs in which input values depend on previous output values; thus, Stdin

cannot be determined in advance. If a program is Interactive and you forget to set the option;

the program will timeout and an error message will be displayed.What is a Java program?Most

programs are translated (by a compiler command program such as javac) from a high-level,

user-friendly language, such as Java that uses human words (i.e., add 3 to 4), into the bits that

represent CPU instructions (add) and data values (3 or 4.75). However, different CPUs have

different instructions so that an executable program on an Apple computer will not run on a

Windows computer without recompiling the program.Java has always had the design goal of

"write once, run anywhere". Java defines a canonical set of instructions for a JVM (Java virtual

machine). Then for every target platform, Java implements a program (termed an interpreter) in

that CPU's native instruction set that reads each JVM instruction and executes a sequence of

native instructions that are equivalent. Naturally, an interpreter is slower than native execution.

To minimize the overhead, JVMs implement JIT (just in-time) algorithms to convert JVM

instructions to native instructions while a Java program is executing.Every Java program can

be a command or a GUI (graphical user interface) application. If Java is supported by a web

browser, the applications can be executed on the web.Java text files must have the “.java”

suffix. A compiled .java file has the .class suffix. The suffix is referred to as a MIME type

(multimedia internet mail extension), which has been a naming convention for decades. Every

operating system maintains a table that associates each MIME type with a program that

“understands” files of that type. So, a .java file is sent to the javac compiler and a .class file is

sent to the java interpreter program. Don’t get confused by the double use of the word java;

“Java” refers to the name of the language, “java” to the executable JVM program.In

programming, the word “class” has a meaning that is analogous to classification. A Java class

can be a standalone program that performs a useful function, such as a calculator or a photo

editor. More importantly, however, a class can also define a blueprint for creating multiple

instances of itself, termed objects.EXAMPLE MIME NAMING CONVENTIONSName

Interpretationx.exe Windows executable program (native instructions)x.class Java compiler

output (JVM instructions)x.docx Input to a word processorx.java Java programx.jar Java

archive (zip file of classes and resources)x.bat Shell procedureWhat does the “/” mean?

Providing the ability to store and retrieve programs and data is a crucial function of every

operating system. The repository for these objects is called a file system. We use the term

"object" rather than the traditional term "file" to denote the more modern uses of file systems to

represent such diverse entities as speech and video data, ports, pipes, devices, processes,

and semaphores. Each object has an external, ASCII or UNICODE name for the convenience

of humans, an internal identification number for use by the file system, and a physical

representation that must be stored in some physical container.As an organizational tool for

humans, file systems usually provide directories that can be used to partition the set of all

objects into related subgroups. Directories are also objects and, as such, can also be named



by a user. For example, user Cook might have a directory named "cook" in which all his objects

were stored. However, the "cook" directory might be further organized by the sub-directories:

"books", "programs", "recipes", and "tests". Each of these directories could, in turn, consist of

any number of other directories. The purposes of a directory are to make it easy to find related

objects, to control access to the objects, and to make sure that the object you find is the one

you want.As a further organizational aid, the directories of different users are usually grouped

into logical containers, called volumes. A volume can be thought of as a file drawer with each

folder representing a directory. Volumes are assigned a “root” name such as “/”.
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